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Abstract
Online education, as a type of distance education, has attracted the attentions of administrators, instructors, and students in recent decades. In the midst of the Covid-19 epidemic, online education has become an unavoidable need. Students' participation in such programs may have an impact on their learning and achievement. The current study looked at the link between engagement and achievement in online classrooms. As a result, the study used a correlational design to address the research questions using Dixon's Online Student Engagement Scale and a researcher-created achievement exam. The questionnaire was developed in 2015 and comprises four categories and 19 items on a seven-point Likert scale. In 2020, the questionnaire was modified with Google Form and distributed to 297 students enrolled in general English courses via a university LMS. The second instrument was a 40-item test of reading comprehension developed by the researcher. The examination was created on the basis of reading theories and was given as a final exam. The one-sample t-test findings indicated that students’ achievement and engagement levels are adequate. Quantile regression revealed a strong link between top achievers’ engagement and achievement. However, bivariate correlation revealed no statistically significant link between typical students’ engagement and achievement. However, students’ level of engagement perception was satisfactory. The concept of engagement applies to high achievers but not to ordinary or low performers, making measurement error possible.
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1. Introduction

The effect of information technology on human life is immense and its role in education cannot be subsided. In the current scenario of COVID 19 pandemic, the contribution of information technology has gained momentum due to closure of educational institutions that raises challenges for students’ learning. During this quarantine time information technology is serving the solution for the ongoing learning process through innovative and learning management systems (Nassoura, 2020). It has provided opportunity for educators to implement IT solutions for teaching as well as evaluation for the completion of course work of students. The efforts of stakeholders namely teachers, students, and institutional administraters are on for the optimal use of the technology and efficient learning process (Pérez, 2020). The ultimate goal is to minimize the learning gap that arouses due to lockdown. Educational institutions and students across the world have accepted and appreciated the online platform of learning. The reasons of this acceptability are ease of use, learning flexibility, and controllable environment.

However, despite its multiple advantages there are quite a few limitations of e-learning such as social isolation, face to face interaction between teacher and student, and connectivity issues (Shrestha et al., 2019). E-learning has never been adopted and accepted as real learning or the formal mode of education before this ongoing pandemic that compelled to resort to electronic learning solution by world over (Al Kurdi et al., 2020). Now, at the hour of pandemic crisis, most of the educational institutions are exploring and approaching towards e-learning to make it easy for students to work out at new normal. Also, various e-teaching software are being explored by teachers or educators to bring maximum possible ease for their students (Alhazzani, 2020). As a matter of fact, as this e-learning wave is a recent development, teachers as well as students are in the process of adapting this new teaching and learning methodology. It is important to measure student satisfaction in education, where student satisfaction and student motivation are the results of student interactions with the educational environment in the form of students’ perceptions of the educational services (Stoesse et al., 2015).

At this prevailing situation of virtual teaching and setting of new normal of teaching-learning methodology, it becomes all more important to get to know the opinion of learners and to explore learners’ inclination towards this novel teaching methodology, such as their degree of adaptation and engagement if any they would like to suggest for the same or want to reject it altogether (Müller, 2020). As universities moved online in response to COVID-19, student engagement has been identified as a challenge (Farooq et al., 2020; Nickerson & Shea, 2020; Perets et al., 2020) and very little research has examined the relationship between their engagement and achievements in a pandemic. Against such a backdrop, this study aims to examine the students’ degree of engagement and their academic achievements through e-learning during COVID-19 lockdown period.

1.1 Statement of the Problem

Tertiary online classes during COVID-19 lockdown in Iran were not supplementary to traditional face-to-face courses but became the only way that students were able to “attend” classes. These online classes were conducted in an emergency, i.e., with limited time for planning how the teaching and learning resources should be organized (Badrkhani, 2021). Consequently, how students participate and perform when a major component of the learning experience is conducted via an online learning environment is still an open question (Song et al., 2017). The present study, therefore, used a correlational approach to investigate students’ engagement and achievement with online courses in academic context during the COVID-19 pandemic. It can help to develop a more comprehensive picture of student online learning engagement to inform future policy and practice. This research is descriptive and the research questions are:

1. Are students’ academic progresses in English language satisfactory?
2. To what extent do students perceive class participation?
3. Is there a significant relationship between active participation and academic achievement in the online English class?

2. Literature Review

Online education is a type of distance education that has been considered by educators and students for many years. Distance learning is conducted in a variety of ways. According to Wagner et al. (2003) in the 1800s, this type of education was employed through correspondence method. Distance learning was provided by radio in the 1920s and by television in the 1930s. In 1993, online computer training began, which can be considered as the beginning of...
online training. In 1998, web-based training began. Lim et al. (2009) believe that the outcome of education can be a good indicator for evaluating the quality of distance education. The results of education are the amount of learning (cognitive variable) and academic satisfaction (emotional variable).

Since the outbreak of coronavirus in Iran, in March 2020, the Iranian education system has turned to online education at all levels. This type of training has its own requirements. One of the effective factors in upgrading the effectiveness of this type of education is the active participation of students in the learning process. In this article, we will discuss the role of active participation in learning English in the online classroom. An overview of academic achievement and students' perceptions of class participation will also be provided.

Mitra and Le (2019) stated the level of success students achieve in their years at college has far-reaching implications for students' personal and professional lives, persistence in elected majors, perseverance in higher education, and their success in their future career. In universities nationwide, dissatisfaction with low performance in college classes is a serious problem (Horn, Peter, & Rooney, 2002; Horn & Premo, 1995). Research has shown a student's overall academic success, success in their future professional career, and even success in their personal life can be significantly and negatively impacted when the student's performance is low in courses designed to develop essential skills and introduce students to disciplinary studies (Seymour & Hewitt, 1997; Tobias, 1990).

In order to contribute to students' achievement, online education requires educational institutions to reconsider their teaching methods and strategies so that education adapts better to the needs of students (Stocker, 2018). Yuan and Kim (2014) believe that education managers should make collective education possible in an online learning environment; because this type of education strengthens the relationship between teacher and student, and through this, student performance and academic satisfaction are improved. However, there are various factors involved in students' low performance beyond their level of engagement.

The research literature has identified technical challenges commonly experienced by distance learning students which specifically includes: (a) weak internet connection, (b) poor technical proficiency, (c) poorly trained faculty, (d) slow institutional technical support, and (e) incompatible devices (Qureshi, Khawaja, & Zia, 2020). Proper administration of distance learning requires a university to build an effective academic technology function, with resources and support for faculty and students (Rose & Moore, 2019) to improve both student and teacher success in distance learning courses. This led the authorities to develop excellent Information Technology Services that provide technical support to students and faculty which includes: (a) providing free laptops to new students; (b) maintaining excellent learning labs; (c) managing all the technology on campus; (d) providing robust technical support to students, staff, and faculty; and (e) as an overall goal of acquiring quality for online instruction. All universities in Iran also provide training and support to students related to the university’s LMS and all other technology students may encounter in any class across campus.

Besides providing technological infrastructures, the prerequisite for the success of online education, in addition to numerous educational variables, is the ability of teachers to adjust educational norms and review the management of time and method of teaching courses (Martins & Nunes, 2016). Students expect teachers to create a sense of belonging in students in online education, as well as in face-to-face education, and to strengthen their learning (Loh et al., 2016). According to Allen and Zhang (2016), students in online education should develop the following abilities: having a passion for learning; strengthening their learning and perception base; preparing themselves cognitively for learning; developing problem-solving skills; and becoming self-motivated. The most prominent feature of adult learners is active learning and participation management, which ultimately leads to increased motivation. In contrast to this, Phillips (2005) believes that learning management must be created from the outside to lead to active student participation. He believes that participation based on external motivation becomes internal participation over time.

Maslach and Leiter (1997) derive the oldest concept of “active participation” from research on “emotional burnout.” They have defined emotional burnout as reduced participation. Emotional burnout syndrome has three dimensions: emotional burnout, self-esteem, and personal development (Maslach et al., 2015). In later years, Schaufeli et al. (1996) extended these concepts to burnout, pessimism, and job inefficiency. Thus, in previous research, active participation was considered the opposite of emotional exhaustion, and was defined as giving importance to work and using all your strength and dedication to achieve a satisfactory result. When participation becomes weaker, we become tired, and participation turns into pessimism and efficiency into inefficiency, leading to burnout. From this perspective, burnout and the participation are two poles of a continuum. Of course, this does not mean that people with low levels
of burnout will necessarily be actively involved in their work. Schaufeli et al. (2002) introduced a new concept of partnership that includes strength, sacrifice, and focus.

From Dixon’s (2015) point of view, the definition of active participation is ambiguous. Kuh (2003) defines active participation as a student’s effort in the learning process. He believes that the elements of active participation are: interaction (interaction with the content of the lesson, interaction with peers and teachers) and performance (achieving the desired goals). Dixon included these elements in his questionnaire called ‘the Active Participation Scale for Online Learning.’

Lewis et al. (2011) have defined participation as: ‘the extent to which thinking, emotions, and activities are involved in learning.’ Connell et al. (1995) divide student participation into three categories: behavioral (persistence in learning, effort, and focus on learning); emotional (interest in learning) psychological (acceptance of challenges, independence, and participation in curricula). Reschly et al. (2017) believe that class participation refers to the grade and time spent on homework (lecturing, solving exercises, and group activities).

Khan et al. (2017) claim that educators face many challenges in strengthening students’ active participation in online education. The most important challenge is that they want to use the same traditional teaching methods in online classes; this means that they do not change their teaching methods. In online teaching, teachers have a role beyond lesson design. They need to be clear about their work methods and educational expectations for students, give feedback to students, and correct their mistakes (Sheridan & Kelly, 2010). Umbach and Wawrzynski (2005) concluded in their study that students, who are challenged scientifically by their teachers, could be more involved in the learning process.

According to Fisher (2010), students’ previous experience in online education increases their active participation in such classes. In other words, students who have no previous experience and attend an online class for the first time may not be able to actively participate in the class. Fisher also believes that most students prefer traditional (face-to-face) education to online education, as this is the only teaching method that students have experienced in high school or even college. In addition, Toplin (2000) and Hoffman and Ritchie (1997) have found in their research that some students cannot change their passive (teacher-dependent) learning habits. They often feel anxious and resist changing the way they teach, blaming their teachers. Layne et al. (2013) believe that students’ individual characteristics such as disability or self-efficacy and resilience affect their ability to continue their education.

According to Dennen et al. (2007), active student participation is the extent to which the student thinks, comments, and interacts with the curriculum, other students, and his teacher. According to constructivist theory, this type of interaction is essential for learning (Bigatel et al., 2012). Moore (1990) categorizes the types of educational interactions as follows: student-student interaction, student-teacher interaction, and student interaction with curriculum. This classification is the most common model used in the design of online training. Peace of mind for students requires their active participation in the classroom (online). Hylton (2007) advises teachers to engage students in critical thinking by designing appropriate activities.

Educational achievement is the result of active student participation. In his research, King (2015) concluded that there is a high correlation between active participation and educational achievement. Korobova and Starobin (2015) have advised faculty and administrators to monitor student participation because participation plays a prominent role in learning. Assessing student participation in the learning process can help educational administrators and faculty to better manage the learning process and take the necessary educational measures if student participation is weak (Christenson et al., 2012). Since the active participation of students is an acquired trait, it can be intervened and strengthened with educational techniques (Reschly et al., 2014). Student participation should be assessed before the intervention.

The fundamental question is, “What behaviors do active students exhibit?” In traditional classes, active participation involves students’ behavioral, emotional, and cognitive responses to educational activities. Kahu (2003) believes that types of classroom participation include: enthusiasm for learning, a sense of belonging to classmates, deep learning, self-regulation, and communication with classmates. There are various methods for estimating student participation; for example, observing their activities in the classroom, executing a questionnaire, and reviewing the records in the university’s virtual education system. Behavioral and educational participation can be assessed by the amount of time spent doing homework. According to Balfanz and Byrnes (2003), student acceptance in each course and their attendance can also indicate student participation. Of course, cognitive and emotional involvement is not easily observed and evaluated. Skinner et al. (2009), for example, has asked these questions:
1. How do you know if students feel a sense of belonging in the classroom?
2. Do classmates and teachers care about them?
3. Do they feel supported?
4. What is the connection between their efforts and future goals?

As mentioned earlier, there are various ways to evaluate student participation. Among these, self-expression through a questionnaire is the most common and appropriate method. Reschly et al. (2020) argue that students’ perceptions of their own participation should be important to researchers, faculty, and administrators. Recent research has also demonstrated that supportive class environments enhance student efficacy and involvement and improve student outcomes (Patrick et al., 2007). Teacher and administrative facilitation of student involvement has been described as relevant to fostering academic commitment and self-determination and positive outcomes both across gender and cross-culturally (Gibson & Bejinez, 2002; Levesque et al., 2004). Perhaps educators believe that they have provided the best facilities for students; but if students do not have such an understanding, the actions of principals and the teaching methods of professors are questionable. Shernoff et al. (2013) claim that previous research has shown that active student participation in the learning process is a prerequisite for learning and its sustainability. There is evidence that active student participation is one of the strongest predictors of academic achievement (Green et al., 2012).

Therefore, a participatory learning environment has many benefits for students, such as deeper learning, higher grades, and greater success (Shernoff, 2016). There are various ways to enhance student participation including: 1. Designing meaningful class assignments, 2. Supporting student empowerment, 3. Increasing student empowerment, 4. Strengthening positive relationships with peers, and 5. Creating a positive relationship between students and teachers (Pino-James, 2018). A meaningful classroom activity refers to an activity that has educational value and is attractive to the student. It means the ability of students to be independent in the classroom; this also means that they can increase their literacy without dependence on the teacher. Ability indicates a sense of ability to succeed in class activities (Deci & Ryan, 2000). Baumeister and Leary (1995) stated that positive relationships with peers lead to students’ socialization. A positive relationship between students and teachers refers to a relationship in which the students feel that there are a sympathizer and supportive for them.

Moving from traditional face-to-face learning environment to online contexts, scholars have recently proposed constructs and measurements to understand student engagement, particularly in an online environment. Hew (2015, p. 426) organizes the model of online student engagement around self-determination theory that postulates the individual to have three essential needs: “autonomy, relatedness, and competence.” Autonomy corresponds to the behavioral aspect (doing); relatedness corresponds to the affective or emotional aspect (feeling); and competence corresponds to the cognitive aspects (thinking) (Hew, 2015). Based on his model, Hew (2015) suggests the guideline to effectively engage online students: “course information, course sources, interaction, active learning, frequent monitoring of learning, and making meaningful connections.”

In a similar vein, Dixson (2015) applied the online student engagement scale proposed by Handelsman et al. (2005) to measure self-reported student engagement with an online tracking system of student behavior. The researchers found that online student engagement and achievement positively and significantly correlates with student behaviors in an online course. It indicates that the given measurement tool for online student engagement has the potential to assess student engagement in online learning.

Engagement is linked to several important issues in higher education such as participation in educational activities, learning outcomes, and student achievement. Engagement is a multifaceted concept and examined under different dimensions in the literature. Chakraborty (2014) defines the concept of online engagement with behavioral, collaborative, emotional, social, and cognitive dimensions.

But how can we measure the students’ level of engagement in online classes? Much research has been done on the active participation of students in traditional education and online education (Centner, 2014; Schreiber & Yu, 2016). In these studies, the relationship between active participation and design and delivery of education, technical support, self-regulation, self-management, academic satisfaction, perseverance, student performance, and academic achievement has been considered. A review of various researches indicates that there are four questionnaires to measure the active participation of students:

- Scale of characteristics of active participation in distance education (Roblyer & Wiencke, 2004)
3.1 Research Design

The study used a correlational design to address the research question using Dixon’s Online Student Engagement Scale and a researcher-created achievement exam. The questionnaire was developed in 2015 and comprises four categories and 19 items on a seven-point Likert scale. In 2020, the questionnaire was modified with Google Form and distributed to 297 students enrolled in general English courses via a university LMS. The second instrument was a 40-item test of reading comprehension developed by the researcher. The examination was created on the basis of reading theories and was given as a final exam. The one-sample t-test findings indicated that students’ achievement and engagement levels are adequate.

3.2 Participants

Participants in this study were 297 students of general language course at Birjand University and were between 19 and 23 years old. In order to collect data, questionnaires and English language tests were sent to their virtual education page. 206 students answered the questionnaires completely.

3.3 Instruments

To answer the research questions, the questionnaire "Active participation in online education" and the test "Reading and comprehension" in English were used. This questionnaire was designed by Dixson in 2015; however, after reviewing, no record of the original or its translation was found in Iranian scientific-research journals. Therefore, the researcher translated it. The reverse translation of this questionnaire was done by one of the respected professors. This questionnaire has 4 structures and 19 items. Structures are skills, emotions, interaction, and performance. The second tool of this research is the "Reading and Comprehension" test in English. This test has 40 questions and the researcher has designed it based on theoretical studies related to the mentioned skill and has used the help of 5 professors to check the compliance of the test with scientific theories and confirm its content. This test was administered at the end of the semester as a final test to the students.

3.4 Data Collection Procedures

The first questionnaire asks students about the behavior of other students and how they interact. Given that many behaviors are not visible in the online classroom; this questionnaire does not seem acceptable. The second questionnaire, or the class survey questionnaire, asks students to report on their behaviors in a particular class and outside that class, but this questionnaire has two forms: the student form and the teacher form. The teacher form emphasizes the importance of the factors reported by the students. Comparing these two forms helps the researcher to identify discrepancies. This questionnaire is designed for face-to-face training. The third questionnaire (Active Student Participation Questionnaire in each lesson) has four constructs of skills, emotions, interaction, and performance. Attention to the criterion of students’ emotional participation (interaction with the curriculum, interaction with other students and professors) is consistent with the theory of constructivism which is one of the strengths of this questionnaire. However, this questionnaire has been prepared for face-to-face classes and does not fully comply with online training. The fourth questionnaire defines participation including attitudes, thinking, behavior, and communication with others.

From the above description, it can be seen that students’ engagement plays a big role in face-to-face context of learning, but we have a problem to assess it when learning online during the pandemic. Therefore, this article, will describe students engagement in online learning during the pandemic. According to Dixson (2015), participation includes attitudes, thinking, behavior, and communication with others. Active participation refers to the time, energy, thinking, effort, and to some extent the student’s sense of the learning process. Thus, the "Active Participation Scale in Online Education" seeks to do what students do; assess their sense of learning and their relationship to the content of the lesson, the teacher, and other students in terms of skills, class participation, performance, and emotions. This questionnaire has been used in the present study.
The English language test was uploaded and performed as a final exam in the university’s virtual education system such as frequencies and percentages. In fact, for the purpose of the first research question, such descriptive statistics as mean, median, and mode (among other things) were used and reported to help gain an understanding of the extent to which EFL learners’ level of engagement and performance. The questionnaire of this research was designed using Google Form and sent to 297 students who had a general language course in the first half of the academic year 1399 through the university’s virtual education system, and they were asked to rate their agreement or disagreement based on the given options from 1 to 7. 206 students answered the questionnaire. The answers to 22 of the questionnaire were distorted. For example, all items were given one answer or their answers were one in the middle of duplicates. Therefore, their answers were discarded. A total of 184 responses were analyzed along with the language scores of the same individuals.

3.5 Data Analysis

The analysis of the data in the present study took place mainly through descriptive statistics. The skill structure consists of items 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 6. The structure of emotions includes items 2, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 19. The participation structure consists of items 12, 13, 14, 17, and 18. The function structure includes items 15 and 16. This questionnaire is designed on a 7-point Likert scale. The 7 degrees of scale are: never (in my case) true (1); Most of the time (in my case) it is not true (2); Sometimes (in my case) it is not true. (3) I do not know (4); Sometimes (in my case) it is true (5); Most of the time (in my case) it is true. (6); It is always (in my case) true (7).

4. Results

As can be seen in Table 1, the reliability of the Active Participation Questionnaire is 0.93, which indicates a high reliability and indicates its appropriateness.

Table 1. Reliability statistics for online student engagement scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha Based on Standardized Items</th>
<th>Number of Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reading skills are defined as the process of receiving and interpreting written coded information in a language (Urquhart & Weir, 2010). As shown in Table 2, the reliability of the test is 0.86; this degree of reliability, especially in the case of academic achievement tests, is very high and indicates its appropriateness.

Table 2. Reliability statistics for online reading comprehension test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha Based on Standardized Items</th>
<th>Number of Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As mentioned earlier, the English language test in this study had 40 questions and each question was assigned a score of 1. According to the information in Table 3, the lowest score is 8, the highest score is 39 and the average of the group is 30.67. Of course, given that English is an easy subject for engineering students; this seems like a normal average. The results of this test are presented in Table 4.

Table 3. Descriptive statistics for English test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>39.00</td>
<td>30.67</td>
<td>6.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid N(list wise)</td>
<td>184</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. One-sample test for English test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Value = 28</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval of the Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>5.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As mentioned in the research tools section, this questionnaire has 19 items and its scale is 7 points. According to the information in Table 5, the lowest score is 19 and the highest score is 133 and the group average is 93.69. The average is slightly less than 70 percent of the total score. If 50% of the total score of the questionnaire can be considered as an acceptable indicator of class participation, it can be said that students in this research sample reported acceptable class participation.

Table 5. Descriptive statistics online student engagement scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>133.00</td>
<td>93.69</td>
<td>19.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid N(list wise)</td>
<td>184</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. One-sample test for online student engagement scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Value = 90</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval of the Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>2.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As mentioned earlier, in this study the researcher tries to examine the relationship between active classroom participation and learning English. This research is of correlation type and correlation coefficient method is used to analyze the results. In Tables 1 and 2, the reliability of research tools was reported. After ensuring the validity of the research tools, the researcher reports the correlation between them. Table 7 shows that the correlation between active participation in online class and learning English is 0.02 (p = 0.75, R = 0.02). In other words, there is no significant relationship between these two variables.

Table 7. Correlation between English achievement and engagement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Engagement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The lack of a significant relationship between academic achievement and active participation in online classes is different from the findings of foreign research (there is no research report on online class participation in Iran). This result is in contradiction with the theories of education. For example, the theory of "communication language teaching" is based on the principle of participation. Probably the reason for this contradiction should be related to the example
of the present study. Therefore, care should be taken in the distribution of English language course grades. The graph of the distribution of scores is shown in Figure 1.
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Fig 1. One-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov normal test

Carefully in Figure 1, a kind of asymmetry can be observed and it can be claimed that the scores have elongation. The results of the analysis are reported in Table 8.

Table 8. Simultaneous quantile regression

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of observations</th>
<th>184</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boot strap (20) SEs</td>
<td>Pseudo R² = 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Coef</td>
<td>Std. Err.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q25 Engagement cons</td>
<td>17.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen in Table 8, the “T” index is statistically significant. Therefore, it can be argued that there is a significant relationship between active participation and learning English in students with high scores. (t = 2.19, P = 0.03). In Table 8, it is also indicated that for every one point in class participation increase, there is an increase of 0.10 in the English language score.

5. Discussion

In this section, research questions are answered. The first research question is as follows:

1. Are students’ academic progresses in English satisfactory?

To answer this question, the one sample T-test was used. According to the results, it can be claimed that the academic achievement of students in this study is satisfactory. Inferential statistics is used to prove this claim. Koda (2005) believes that comprehension occurs when the reader extracts the information contained in the text and integrates it.
with his previous information. Linguistic processes of reading skills include lexical and grammatical knowledge (Perfetti, 1999). English language educators consider reading and comprehension skills to be a combination of sub-skills. Alderson (2000) describes these fine skills as remembering the meaning of words; understanding the meaning of words based on text; understanding in-text and out-of-text references; inferencing from text; searching and retrieving specific information; understanding grammatical relationships; and recognizing the author’s style and tone.

In the present single sample test, we have assumed a standard score of 28, equal to 70% of the total test score. According to the evidence in Table 4, the value of t is statistically significant: (t (183) = 5.58, P =.00). Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected and the research hypothesis is confirmed and the claim that students’ academic achievement is satisfactory is acceptable.

The second research question is:

2. To what extent do students perceive class participation?

To prove this claim, one sample T-test was used. The results of this test are presented in Table 6. In the present single sample test, we have assumed a standard score of 90. This score is about 67% of the total score of the questionnaire and has a default of 50%. According to the evidence in Table 6, the value of t is statistically significant: (t (183) = 2.52, P =.01). Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternative hypothesis is confirmed, and it can be said that the students’ perception of class participation is as expected.

The third research question is as follows:

3. Is there a significant relationship between active participation and academic achievement in the online English class?

Due to the fact that students have a good knowledge of English in the last decade, obtaining high scores in the present study seems normal. On the other hand, the analysis of “correlation coefficient” depends on the grade point average of the test takers, and in cases where the students’ GPA is high, the correlation coefficient does not give completely accurate results. Therefore, the researcher decided to use the quantile regression method to measure the hypothesis of a different effect of class participation on students above average.

These findings help us to accept that active participation in the online classroom applies to diligent students. Probably such students have been able to adapt better to online education than others. On the other hand, if the researchers focus on educational norms and emphasize the “average” index of scores, the answer to the third question of the present study is negative; That is, there is no significant relationship between class participation and academic achievement.

There are various reasons for this subject. Online education was not optional in the present study and students did not have sufficient motivation, skills, and tools for this method of education. Maybe that’s why students are so scared and anxious. This fear and anxiety may lead to academic dissatisfaction or self-loathing. On the other hand, educators, like students, did not have the necessary skills for online education and used their previous teaching method without any modifications in online education. This method of teaching has caused a lot of trouble for the teachers and has caused their dissatisfaction. Weaknesses in technical infrastructure (problems with the Internet, lack of facilities such as computers, laptops, tablets, etc.) and weaknesses in the design of education can also discourage students and their educators. The combination of these factors can harm the educational process and reduce the active participation of students. Song et al. (2004) valued the role of online classroom design in students’ success. In the online educational plan, the element of interaction between students with the course materials and interaction with the teacher and students’ interaction with each other (possibility of discussion) should be addressed. Unfortunately, the evidence suggests that this issue has been neglected. For example, Poll and Weller (2014) have proposed six strategies for this type of education:

1. Creating student groups,
2. Explaining the objectives of the lesson by the teacher or educational institution,
3. Using interactive tools in educational systems,
4. Encouraging dialogue between students and educators,
5. Provide appropriate and timely feedback from the teachers, and
6. Create a student-centered environment.

As far as the author is aware, the virtual education system of many universities uses the Moodle platform. The platform has audio and video communication tools and a forum. Using these tools can enhance education and thus increase active student participation. But the fundamental question is to what extent professors and students are familiar with these tools or to what extent they have had the time and opportunity to use these tools. Did the number of students in the class meet the required standards? For example, the e-learning system in Iranian higher education (2010) recommends that the number of students in e-learning classes should be between 15 and 20. Of course, as mentioned earlier, e-learning has become mandatory on its current scale. Therefore, it is natural that students and teachers do not have enough motivation to adapt to this method of education. As Cox and Egbue (2014) have suggested, turning face-to-face training into online training requires a lot of planning and training for planners, faculty, and students. In addition, it requires a lot of time.

6. Conclusion

Based on the data obtained, it can be concluded that students face various difficulties concerning online engagement. Apparently, in a pandemic-driven volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous learning environment, strong self-efficacy beliefs contribute to more study engagement. The purpose of this study was to estimate the academic achievement of students in general language courses, their perception of class participation and the relationship between active participation and learning English in the online classroom. The results showed that students’ academic achievement is satisfactory and their perception of class participation is acceptable. The relationship between class participation and language learning is significant for strong students, but in the case of intermediate and weak students, there is no significant relationship between these two variables. A questionnaire was used to assess the level of student participation. Technicians know that the questionnaire is based on self-declaration and there is a possibility of measurement error in this tool. For example, some students may overestimate their participation. Of course, the necessity of online education and classroom density may also have an adverse effect on students’ self-expression.

Additionally, the findings on the relationship of increasing student involvement in educational planning and likelihood of graduation suggest one possible method that could be employed by faculty personnel would be to actively seek student input and participation throughout the tertiary experience. This process would involve more than the required involvement of students in course selection to a concerted effort to solicit student input and participation in all stages of educational planning. Possible methods for soliciting student input could be the use of the student involvement survey or other recent multidimensional measures of student engagement (Wang et al., 2011).

6.1 Limitations

The data were obtained from one university which accommodates over 10,000 students from urban and countryside areas. The sample may not represent the online student engagement in other universities.
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